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ABSTRACT

A method is introduced for inferring cloud optical depth t from solar radiometric measurements made on an
aircraft at altitude z. It is assessed using simulated radiometric measurements produced by a 3D Monte Carlo
algorithm acting on fields of broken boundary layer clouds generated from Landsat imagery and a cloud-resolving
model. The method uses upwelling flux and downwelling zenith radiance measured at two solar wavelengths
where atmospheric optical properties above z are very similar but optical properties of the surface–atmosphere
system below z differ. This enables estimation of cloud reflectance into nadir for upwelling diffuse flux and,
finally, t above z. An approximate one-dimensional radiative Green’s function is used to roughly account for
horizontal transport of photons in all, even broken, clouds. This method is compared to its surface-based
counterpart and shown to be superior. Most notably, the aircraft-based approach deals easily with inhomogeneous
land surfaces, is less susceptible to poor sampling, and need not account for aerosol below z.

The algorithm appears as though it will have little difficulty inferring high-resolution time series of t & 40
for most (single layer) clouds. For larger values of t, biases emerge; particularly, underestimation for the
statistically infrequent interiors of cumuliform clouds as photon leakage through cloud sides is not addressed.
For the cumuliform and stratiform clouds used here, mean bias errors for retrieved t are ;1 (or ;15%) and
;0.3 (or ;3%), respectively. For stratiform clouds with textured bases, performance is likely to improve slightly
for flights just up from mean cloud base.

1. Introduction

Observational estimates of cloud optical depth t are
sought for many reasons, most of which hinge on the
important role played by t in determining earth’s ra-
diation budget and climate (Mitchell et al. 1995).
Though satellite estimates of t can be used to help assess
global climate models (Han et al. 1998), they are not
perfect (Min and Harrison 1996; Barker et al. 1998; Li
et al. 1999) and must be validated independently. More-
over, satellites often provide inadequate sampling for
some studies, notably field experiments. The other ob-
vious platforms from which suitable observations can
be made are fixed surface sites and aircraft. Estimates
of t from surface-based radiometric measurements are
spatially limited but can provide excellent temporal cov-
erage, as well as help validate satellite estimates. Con-
ventional surface-based methods for inferring t use pyr-
anometer data and a plane-parallel homogeneous radi-
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ative transfer model (e.g., Leontyeva and Stamnes 1994;
Leontieva et al. 1994; Barker et al. 1998) and are known
to work fairly well for overcast only. Barker and Mar-
shak’s (2001, referred to hereinafter as BM2001) meth-
od for inferring t from surface data extends Marshak et
al.’s (2000) normalized difference cloud index (NDCI)
and uses time series of zenith radiances and fluxes mea-
sured at two wavelengths that have different local area-
averaged surface albedos as. While their method was
shown to do well for nonovercast clouds, it requires, in
addition to spectral as, estimates of cloud-base altitude
and cloud advection rate. Moreover, like all fixed surface
sites, it is at the mercy of advection, inevitable aniso-
tropic biases in cloud structure, and undersampling.

Far fewer attempts have been made to infer t from
aircraft observations than from the surface. For exam-
ple, Gultepe et al. (2001) used in situ data to estimate
mean droplet extinction coefficient b, which was then
multiplied by mean cloud geometric thickness deduced
by flying above and below cloud. Techniques such as
these are, however, subject to much uncertainty and,
like the conventional surface method, can be expected
to yield just mean t and work well for extensive planar
clouds only.
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The primary purpose of this paper is to present an
aircraft-based method of inferring t for planar and bro-
ken-cloud conditions that builds on BM2001’s surface
technique. The advantages that this method has over
Barker and Marshak’s is that it does not require infor-
mation about surface albedo and it is less susceptible
to poor sampling.

In the second section, the method for inferring t from
aircraft-mounted radiometers is presented. The third
section presents data and modeling techniques used to
test the proposed method. As this method is based in
part on a Green’s function formulation of radiative trans-
fer, properties of relevant Green’s function are presented
in the fourth section. In the fifth section, the method is
demonstrated and contrasted against its surface-based
counterpart (BM2001). The sixth section addresses the
issue of feasibility, and conclusions are drawn in the
final section.

2. Model development

This section has two subsections, the first of which
presents the theoretical foundation and assumptions be-
hind the retrieval algorithm and parallels that in
BM2001. The second discusses additional assumptions
and outlines application of the algorithm.

a. Theory

Throughout this paper, all radiometric quantities are
normalized by incoming spectral solar flux at either
cloud top or the top of the atmosphere. Following from
Knyazikhin and Marshak (2000), downwelling radiance

at wavelength l, in direction V, at point r0 5 (x0,↓I l

y0), and at altitude z above the ground surface can be
expressed as

↓ ↓ ↑I (r , V; z) 5 I (r , V; z) 1 |m9|I (r, V9; z)G (r, r , V, V9; z) dV9 dr, (1)l 0 0l 0 E E l l 0[ ]2R 2p

where R is the plane parallel to earth at z, is the↓I 0l

component of consisting of photons that have not↓I l

encountered the surface–atmosphere system beneath z,
m9 is cosine of zenith angle, and is upwelling radiance↑I l

at r 5 (x, y). Also, Gl is a radiative Green’s function
describing the transfer of upwelling photons at (r, z)
traveling in direction V9 into downwelling photons at
(r0, z) in direction V. Limiting downwelling radiances
to the nadir direction hereinafter, and defining a radi-
ance-weighted Green’s function as

↑|m9|I (r, V9; z)G (r, r , V9; z) dV9E l l 0
22p

G (r, r ; z) 5l 0

↑|m9|I (r, V9; z) dV9E l
22p

↑|m9|I (r, V9; z)G (r, r , V9; z) dV9E l l 0
22p

5 ,
↑F (r; z)l

(2)

where (r; z) is upwelling flux, (1) can be rewritten as↑F l

↓ ↓ ↑I (r ; z) 5 I (r ; z) 1 F (r; z)G (r, r ; z) dr. (3)l 0 0l 0 E l l 0

R

The function Gl describes the transfer of all upwelling
photons at (r, z) into nadir-directed photons at (r0, z).
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of (3). Not only
does depend much on illumination geometry and↓I 0l

cloud structure, it is also a multivalued function of cloud
optical depth t; even for homogeneous clouds (see Fig.
1 in BM2001). Combining these factors makes un-↓I 0l

desirable for retrieving t. As such, NDCI (Marshak et
al. 2000), BM2001’s method, and the method presented
here avoid it.

If , and hence , are independent of r, (3) becomes↑ ↑I Fl l

`

↓ ↓ ↑I (z) 5 I (z) 1 F (z) G (s; z) ds, (4)l 0l l E l

0

where

s 5 | r 2 r | .0 (5)

This corresponds to the classic 1D scenario: a plane-
parallel, homogeneous atmosphere above a uniform,
though not necessarily Lambertian, surface. Going fur-
ther and assuming that is isotropic, simplifies (2) as↑I l

(cf. Knyazikhin and Marshak 2000)
↑I (z)l

G (s; z) 5 |m9|G (s, V9; z) dV9l E l↑F (z) 2l 2p

1
5 |m9|G (s, V9; z) dV9. (6)E lp 22p

Thus, (4) becomes
↓ ↓ ↑I (z) 5 I (z) 1 F (z)r (z),l 0l l l (7)

where
`

r (z) 5 G (s; z) ds (8)l E l

0
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of components making up zenith radiance (r0; z) measured at r0 at altitude↓I l

z. (r0; z) consists of photons that have not been beneath z; (r; z) are measured upwelling fluxes at r↓ ↑I F0l l

made up of photons that have been beneath z; and Gl(r, r0; z) is a Green’s function that describes the fraction
of (r; z) that contributes to (r0; z).↑ ↓F Il l

TABLE 1. Properties of the cloud fields shown in Figs. 2 and 3: Ac

is vertically projected cloud fraction; ^t& and tmax are mean and max-
imum cloud optical depths; h 5 e^ln t&/^t&, which provides a measure
of horizontal variability (Cahalan et al. 1994). Minimum cloud optical
depth was 0.01. Here, ^ztop& and ^zbase& are mean cloud-top and cloud-
base altitudes, and Dz is cloud geometric thickness (km).

Scene A Scene B

Ac

^t&
tmax

h
^ztop&
^zbase&
^Dz&
Ï^Dz2&

0.44
6.48

83.2
0.28
1.149
1.00
0.149
0.209

0.89
13.23
40.5
0.75
1.367
1.033
0.334
0.352

is normal reflectance of the atmosphere above z for iso-
tropic upwelling flux and links 1D and 3D radiative
transfer theory.

The first two key assumptions of the method pre-
sented here are (i) can be approximated by isotropic↑I l

upwelling radiance, and (ii) mean horizontal transport
of upwelling radiation can be approximated by 1D the-
ory. This implies that

`

G (r, r ; z) dr ø G (s; z) ds 5 r (z), (9)E l 0 E l l

R 0

which enables (3) to be approximated as

↓ ↓I (r ; z) ø I (r ; z)l 0 0l 0

  G (r, r ; z)l 0↑  F (r; z) drE l1   R G (r9, r ; z) dr9E l 0  
R  

3 r (t (r ; z)), (10)l 0

where rl(t; z) is assumed to depend only on t above
r0, which is in turn defined as

z top

t (r ; z) 5 b(r ; z9) dz9, (11)0 E 0

z

where b is cloud extinction coefficient, and ztop is cloud
top altitude. For simplicity, spectral dependencies of t
and b are omitted (though recognized through rl). By
defining a normalized Green’s function as

G (r, r ; z)l 0H (r, r ; z) 5 , (12)l 0

G (r9, r ; z) dr9E l 0

R

(10) can be rewritten as
↓ ↓I (r ; z) ø I (r ; z)l 0 0l 0

↑1 F (r; z)H (r, r ; z) dr r (t (r ; z)).E l l 0 l 0[ ]
R

(13)
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FIG. 2. Optical depth inferred from Landsat imagery for a single
layer, marine boundary layer cloud field. Horizontal grid spacing is
114 m and the domain is (11.4 km)2. In the Monte Carlo simulations,
the sun shone in at u0 5 408 from the bottom of the plot (i.e., from
the south, as indicated). See Table 1 for scene information.

This approximation for downwelling nadir radiance at
r0 and altitude z forms the basis of the cloud optical
depth retrieval algorithm that is developed in the fol-
lowing section.

b. Application

The third key assumption of the method presented here
is that measurements of and , made on an aircraft↓ ↑I Fl l

at altitude z, are at two wavelengths where atmospheric
optical properties above z are very similar but local areal-
average optical properties of the surface–atmosphere sys-
tem below z differ. These conditions are satisfied well
for green vegetated surfaces at l of ;0.65 and ;0.87
mm (e.g., Tucker 1979; Verstraete and Pinty 1996). At
0.65 mm, absorption by chlorophyll is strong while at
0.87 mm it is virtually nil. Yet, cloud and aerosol optical
properties do not vary much over such a small range of
l, and at these wavelengths gaseous absorption is weak.

Given that rl is a one-to-one function of t and is
independent of solar zenith angle u0, it provides a more

direct route to local t than either , ,or . There-↓ ↓ ↓I I Fl 0l l

fore, evaluating (13) at these l, taking the difference,
and assuming that all quantities that depend exclusively
on the atmosphere above z (i.e., t and thus, , rl, and↓I 0l

Hl) are independent of l, r can be approximated by
↓ ↓I (r ; z) 2 I (r ; z)l 0 l 02 1r(t (r ; z)) ø .0

↑ ↑[F (r; z) 2 F (r; z)]H (r, r ; z) drE l l 02 1

R

(14)

Since H is unknown, yet is known to depend on cloud
structure, it can be set initially to

H (r, r ; z) 5 H (r, r ; z) [ d(|r 2 r |), (15)0 d 0 0

which affects an independent pixel calculation and re-
duces (14) to

↓ ↓I (r ; z) 2 I (r ; z)l 0 l 02 1r(t (r ; z)) ø . (16)0 ↑ ↑F (r ; z) 2 F (r ; z)l 0 l 02 1

These values, along with estimates of droplet asym-
metry parameter g and single-scattering albedo v0, are
then used to make first-order estimates of t via bisec-
tional root finding with the 1D Discrete Ordinate Ra-
diative Transfer (DISORT) model (Stamnes et al. 1988).
Hereinafter, estimates of t are denoted as t9 (inferred
values of t were limited to t9 , 75). For the present
purpose, DISORT used 16 streams and the Henyey–
Greenstein (HG) phase function (Henyey and Green-
stein 1941). The HG function is adequate, despite use
of radiances, because the diffuse backscatter function,
the inverse of which is related to r, is fairly insensitive
to phase function details (Wiscombe and Grams 1976;
Barker 1995).

The series of t9 can then be used to define a more
realistic H for use in a modified version of (14) de-
fined by

r(t (r ; z))0

↓ ↓I (r ; z) 2 I (r ; z)l 0 l 02 1ø ,
↑ ↑ ˜[F (r; z) 2 F (r; z)]H (|r 2 r |; z) drE l l 02 1

L

(17)

where L is the aircraft’s trajectory, and H̃ is the integral
of H around an annulus of radius | r 2 r0 | centered on
r0. Here, it is assumed that the integral over R in (14)
is approximated well by the integral along L in (17).
Thus, a refined series of r is produced whose value at
the jth point is

r(t (r ; z))j

↓ ↓I (r ; z) 2 I (r ; z)l j l j2 1ø ,j1n

↑ ↑ ˜[F (r ; z) 2 F (r ; z)]H (|r 2 r |; z)O l k l k k j2 1
k5j2n

(18)
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FIG. 3. Profiles of optical depth and droplet effective radius in each cell for an 11-km stretch near the center of Scene B, which measures
100 km long and was simulated by a cloud-resolving model (Szyrmer and Zawadzki 1999). Horizontal and vertical grid spacings are 25 m.
Some cloud did exist below 850 m (the lower limit of this plot) though not over this stretch. In the Monte Carlo simulation, the sun shone
from the left, as indicated on the plots. See Table 1 for scene information.

TABLE 2. Spectral surface albedos used to create albedo maps for
the (11.4 km)2 area around the ARM-SGP central facility (see Fig.
4). Here, f is fractional area occupied by a Landsat surface type.
When albedos are weighed by their respective f and summed, do-
main-average values at 0.65 and 0.87 mm are 0.090 and 0.381, re-
spectively. Albedo data were collected during Mar 2000 with the
portable S2000/PC2000 spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc.). The spec-
trometer was equipped with a cosine-corrected fiber optic flux sensor.

Landsat surface
type 0.65 mm 0.87 mm f

Alfalfa
Bare soil
Corn
Pasture, grazed
Legume
Pasture, ungrazed
Trees
Urban
Water
Wheat stubble
Bare ground with

wheat stubble
Bare ground with

green vegetation
Shrubs
Sand and quarries
Outcrops

0.063
0.126
0.128
0.153
0.128
0.153
0.138
0.136
0.050
0.024

0.024

0.138
0.138
0.126
0.126

0.412
0.190
0.242
0.348
0.242
0.348
0.306
0.260
0.050
0.501

0.501

0.306
0.306
0.190
0.190

0.011
0.075
0.054
0.138
0.057
0.120
0.008
0.018
0.005
0.327

0.094

0.078
0.011
0.001
0.004

where n measurements on either side of the jth point
are employed. These values are used, once again, in the
DISORT root-finding routine thereby yielding a refined
series of t9. Though r and t9 could, in principle, be
refined repeatedly, a single iteration was found to be
sufficient. Section 4 is devoted to analyzing a viable
form of H̃ defined by a gamma distribution.

3. Experimental setup

a. Radiative transfer calculations

A 3D Monte Carlo photon transport algorithm em-
ploying cyclic horizontal boundary conditions was used
to compute and via the local estimation method↑ ↓F Il l

(Marchuk et al. 1980). Scattering by air molecules and
aerosols was neglected. As discussed in section 2b, the
inversion algorithm is concerned primarily with diffuse
upwelling fluxes, so detailed descriptions of cloud drop-
let phase functions are unnecessary. Therefore, to reduce
computation time, the HG phase function was used in
the Monte Carlo code to represent scattering by very
weakly absorbing droplets.

b. Cloud fields

The method described above is illustrated for two
fields of broken clouds. Some key statistics for both
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FIG. 4. Surface albedos used for experiments involving Scene A. These (11.4 km)2 fields are centered on the ARM-SGP central facility
(368369180N, 978299060W) and were concocted from Landsat surface classification and measurements made at the surface during Mar 2000
(see Table 2).

fields are listed in Table 1. The first field’s optical depths
were inferred from 28.5-m resolution Landsat imagery
assuming a droplet effective radius re of 10 mm (Harsh-
vardhan et al. 1994) for a domain measuring 11.4 km2.
To reduce computational burden, horizontal resolution
was degraded to 114 m. This altered the field minimally
as radiative smoothing (Marshak et al. 1995a) had al-
ready attenuated much of the variability below ;100
m. Figure 2 shows that Scene A is dominated by a few
large clouds with a maximum t of ;83. Cloud-base
altitude zbase was set to 1 km across the field. Cloud-top
altitude (in meters) was defined for each column as

2/3z 5 z 1 45.2t ,top base (19)

which approximates the Minnis et al. (1992) empirical
relation for the range of t encountered here. Cloud in
each column was assumed to be horizontally and ver-
tically homogeneous while vertical resolution is 50 m.
Asymmetry parameter g was set to 0.85 everywhere.

It is likely that vertical homogeneity of clouds in
Scene A complicates the retrieval process for many sim-
ulated flightpaths inside clouds. This is because at any
level, more cloud is beneath the plane, masking the
surface (see section 6), than would be the case for a

cloud with b increasing with altitude (e.g., Stephens and
Platt 1987).

The second field, Scene B, was simulated by a 2D,
nonhydrostatic cloud-resolving model (Szyrmer and Za-
wadzki 1999) that employed Brenguier and Grabowski’s
(1993) microphysical scheme. Vertical and horizontal
grid spacings are 25 m and the domain extends from
the surface to 1.5 km and is 100 km long; the 2D nature
facilitated an extra long transect. For each cell, b, v0,
and g were determined as a function of liquid water
content and re using the 0.75–0.78-mm band in Slingo’s
(1989) parameterization. Figure 3 shows t and re for
each cell in an 11-km stretch near the center of the
domain. While some cloudy cells are at altitudes as low
as 400 m, the vast majority are above 1 km.

It is worth noting that algorithmic performance is
likely to be enhanced by the 2D nature of the clouds in
Scene B. Since the clouds are fairly planar, however,
this is likely to be minor.

c. Surface albedo fields

Two fields of surface albedos were used, both of
which were assumed to be Lambertian. The first field
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FIG. 5. (a) Points represent normalized frequency distributions of
horizontal distance s between entry points of upwelling photons, at
altitudes as listed, and downwelling exit points. These were generated
by a Monte Carlo algorithm injecting horizontally uniform distri-
butions of upwelling isotropic photons at a particular altitude in Scene
B and thus represent horizontally averaged, normalized Green’s func-
tions H̃. Solid lines are fitted curves as defined in (21). (b) Vertical
profiles of parameters in (21). Also shown is the approximate form
of mean entry-to-exit point distance ^s& estimated by (24).

FIG. 6. This plot was constructed using ^s2& as plotted in Fig. 5b,
mean square distance between aircraft [referred to here as source
(i.e., photon injection altitude)] and cloud top ^Dz2&, g 5 0.85, and
mean cloud optical depth ^t& above aircraft. A straight line of slope
21 corresponds to diffusion (Marshak et al. 1995a; Davis et al. 1997).
The deviation from this line for altitudes less than ;1.1 km indicates
a break from diffusion.

was homogeneous with albedos of 0.1 and 0.5 repre-
senting wavelengths ;0.65 and ;0.87 mm. This field
was used for Scene B. The second was used with Scene
A and is based on data collected near the Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program’s Southern
Great Plains (SGP) site in Oklahoma (Stokes and
Schwartz 1994). Land types were obtained from the
28.5-m-resolution Landsat database collected during
spring and summer and classified by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture Hydrology Lab and archived at the

Goddard Space Flight Center-Distributed Active Ar-
chive Center (GSFC-DAAC). Albedos corresponding to
wavelengths 0.65 and 0.87 mm were assigned, based on
spectral surface measurements made during March 2000
(see Table 2). Figure 4 shows a marked contrast between
these albedos. This is because much of the domain was
covered by very young, green vegetation (e.g., Kimes
1983; Kimes et al. 1986; Myneni and Asrar 1993; Lya-
pustin 1999). Domain-averaged albedos and standard
deviations at these wavelengths are 0.090 6 0.049 and
0.381 6 0.091, respectively. The fact that the maps in
Fig. 4 are only first-order estimates of conditions around
the SGP central facility is irrelevant for the present ap-
plication. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that one-
and two-point statistics of the fields shown in Fig. 4 can
be captured extremely well by a 2D cascade model with
spectral exponent 21 (see Marshak et al. 1995b for
details).

4. Normalized Green’s function

The purpose of this section is to provide an approx-
imate, yet simple, means of using H̃ in (17) and (18).
In general, H̃ can be expected to be a complicated, spa-
tially variable function of cloud structure. Therefore, for
tractability, only horizontal averages of H̃ are consid-
ered hereinafter and used in (18). Some characteristics
of H̃ are presented here for Scene B.

Estimates of H̃ were obtained with the Monte Carlo
algorithm by irradiating cloud at altitude z with a hor-
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FIG. 7. (Upper panel) Shows profiles of mean optical depth t in-
herent to Scene A (see Fig. 2) and inferred by applying the method
presented here to simulated radiances and fluxes that would have
been measured by an aircraft flying at various altitudes and covering
the entire domain. Values were inferred using normalized Green’s
functions defined by Hd (a Dirac function) and H̃G (a gamma distri-
bution); the latter for transects perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (\) to
the direction of incident photons. (Lower panel) Shows corresponding
values of the parameter h as defined in (26). Ranges of values in-
dicated for the surface method (BM2001) were obtained using surface
albedos (see Fig. 4) averaged around measurement sites for radii from
;0.05 to ;6.4 km. Layer cloud fractions are represented by the
fractional extent that the shaded region extends across a plot.

izontally uniform isotropic beam of upwelling photons.
If r 5 (x, y) is a photon’s starting point and r0 5 (x0,
y0) is where it exits the z plane in the nadir direction,
distance between entry and exit points is

2 2s 5 |r 2 r | 5 Ï(x 2 x ) 1 (y 2 y ) . (20)0 0 0

Figure 5a shows that H̃ can be approximated well by
the gamma distribution

n1 n
n21 2sn /^s&˜ ˜H (s; z) ø H (s; z) [ s e , (21)G 1 2G(n) ^s&

where ^s& and n are parameters. Here, ^s& is the mean
of s, n is determined based on maximum likelihood
estimation, and G(n) is the gamma function. Also, H̃G

depends on z because cloud structure, t above z, and
(once below cloud base) distance from photon injection
point to cloud base all depend on z too. Figure 5b shows
^s& and n as functions of z. For z * 1 km (i.e., within
the cloud), ^s& and n resemble those reported by Davis
et al. (1997) for both homogeneous and fractal slab
overcast clouds with optical and physical dimensions
similar to those of Scene B (see their Fig. 12). This,
coupled with the accuracy of (21) near the modes, sug-
gests that when integrated horizontally, local radiative
transfer for Scene B is quite similar to that predicted
by 1D theory. However, the tails of the computed dis-
tributions in Fig. 5a more closely resemble a power law
than an exponential. This is due to photons jumping
from cloud-to-cloud across gaps that are typically ;0.5
km wide.

Another way to show that local radiative transfer re-
sembles 1D theory, on average, is to consider Marshak
et al.’s (1995a) relation derived from diffusion theory
for plane-parallel clouds. They showed, as did Davis et
al. (1997) for planar fractal clouds, that the mean-
squared displacement between entry and exit point can
be expressed as

2Dz
2^s & ø c , (22)

(1 2 g)^t&

where Dz is cloud geometric thickness, ^t& is mean
cloud optical depth, and c is a proportionality factor (of
order 1). For the experiments performed here, Dz2 in
(22) is replaced by mean-square distance from z to cloud
top ^Dz2&, and ^t& represents mean cloud optical depth
above z. Figure 6 shows ^s2&/^Dz2& plotted against (1 2
g) ^t& for Scene B. From near cloud top at ;1.37 km
down to ;1.15 km, agreement is excellent with Davis
et al.’s (1997) values for overcast, planar, fractal clouds
(see their Fig. 10b) with c typically between 2 and 3.
This suggests that for z inside clouds, radiative transfer
through Scene B’s clouds resembles very much that
through homogeneous clouds.

As z decreases below ;1.15 km, an increasing num-
ber of photons begin their trajectories beneath cloud
base and so can experience long initial lateral jumps
(before the first scattering event) that are beyond the
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FIG. 8. Scatterplots of inherent t against t9 inferred by an aircraft at altitudes of 1 and 0.5 km for Scene
A using the SGP surface. Inferences are for use of Green’s functions H̃ in (18) defined by either Hd (right
panels) or H̃G (left panels).

TABLE 3. Inherent mean optical depth ^t& and variance-related parameter h [see (26)] for clouds in Scene A. Also listed are corresponding
values inferred by an aircraft at 1 km (or cloud base) using Hd (Dirac function) and H̃G (gamma distribution) for ensembles of all flight
tracks perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (\) to the incident solar beam. Results from BM2001’s surface-based method are listed too, using spectral
surface albedos averaged out to radii of 6.4 km and point values (again for ensembles of all ⊥ and \ transects). MBE and rmse relative to
inherent t are given. Mean cloud spherical albedos ^acld& were computed by the independent pixel approximation using the conservative
scattering delta-Eddington two-stream approximation with g 5 0.85.

Method ^t& h MBE Rmse ^acld&

Inherent values
Aircraft at 1 km; Hd

Aircraft at 1 km; H̃G; ⊥
Aircraft at 1 km; H̃G; \
Surface; ^as& for 6.4 km; ⊥
Surface; ^as& for 6.4 km; \
Surface; point values of as; ⊥
Surface; point values of as; \

6.48
5.45
5.38
5.33
5.87
4.90
6.78
6.67

0.28
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.37
0.28
0.28

—
21.03
21.10
21.15
20.61
21.58

0.29
0.19

—
4.90
5.10
5.18
6.39
6.61
9.94
9.86

0.259
0.258
0.257
0.256
0.264
0.249
0.265
0.261
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FIG. 9. MBE (upper) and rmse (lower) for t retrieved by BM2001’s
surface-based method as a function of surface albedo averaging radius
for Scene A using the SGP surface. Values at the extreme left cor-
respond to use of point albedos in (27a) while those at the extreme
right used albedos averaged over almost the entire domain. Results
are shown for transects both ⊥ and \ to the direction of incident
photons.

FIG. 10. Top two panels show inherent t, t9 inferred using
BM2001’s surface method, as well as surface albedos at 0.87 mm
used by the surface method. This is a N–S transect about 25% of the
way across Scene A (see Fig. 2). Uppermost panel used point surface
albedo values while the middle panel used values averaged within 1
km of measurement sites. Lower panel shows inherent t and t9 in-
ferred with the aircraft method for a plane flying at 1 km. The Green’s
function was represented by H̃G.

realm of diffusion. By the time the injection level is at
the surface (z 5 0), long initial lateral jumps signifi-
cantly boost ^s2&, and thus ^s2&/^Dz2&, thereby signifying
a radical departure from the diffusion domain. BM2001
dealt with this anomalous diffusive aspect by simple
geometric ray tracing from surface to cloud base. This
is evident in Fig. 5a as well: at z 5 0, the mode of H̃G

occurs at s ø 1 km with ^s& ø 1.6 km and n ø 2.

Using the method of moments, ^s2& 5 [(1 1 n)/n]^s&2

for (21), which when substituted into (22) with c ø 2,
yields

22n ^Dz &
^s& ø (23a)1 2! 1 1 n (1 2 g)^t&

for z very close to mean cloud-base altitude ^zbase& (1.03
km for Scene B) or inside cloud. Figure 5b shows that
n is typically between 0.8 and 1.2 at these altitudes so
(23a) can be approximated well by

2^Dz &
^s& ø . (23b)!(1 2 g)^t&

For isotropic upwelling flux at z , ^zbase& with clear
lines of sight between z and ^zbase&, mean initial lateral
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displacements are 2(^zbase& 2 z) (along a mean slant path
of zenith angle 608). Thus, assuming that ^Dz2& ø ^Dz&2

(see Table 1), where ^Dz& is distance between mean
cloud-top altitude ^ztop& and the aircraft at z:




^s& ø




^D&
; ^z & # z , ^z &base topÏ(1 2 g)^t&

^z & 2 ^z &top base
1 2(^z & 2 z) ; 0 , z , ^z &, (24)

base baseÏ(1 2 g)^t&
| | | |

z z

diffusion anomalous diffusion

where flights beneath ^zbase& have distinct contributions
from diffusive and anomalous diffusive trajectories. Fig-
ure 5b shows (24) plotted against corresponding Monte
Carlo values. For z through the entire cloud, and for a
fair distance beneath ^zbase&, (24) agrees extremely well
with Monte Carlo values. As results are not too sensitive
to n, it is safe to use simply

1; ^z & # z , ^z &base topn ø (25)51.5; 0 , z , ^z &.base

Note that for n 5 1, (21) reduces to the single-parameter
exponential distribution. To apply (24) and (25), esti-
mates of ^zbase& and ^ztop& must be available (e.g., from
cloud profiling radar or lidar). The majority of results
reported hereinafter follow from use of Hd in (16) fol-
lowed by H̃G in (18) with parameters estimated by (24)
and (25). Some results, however, are shown for when
the process is cut short at only (16).

Monte Carlo–derived estimates of H̃ for Scene A (not
shown) indicated that for altitudes near ^zbase&, H̃G is often
insufficient; photon jumps from cloud-to-cloud are too
prevalent. Nevertheless, (24) and (25) were applied to
Scene A, but to be truly useful, a more sophisticated
approach is needed for sparse cloud fields with well-
defined 3D structure.

5. Cloud optical depth retrievals

The simulations reported here used u0 of 408 for Scene
A and 308 and 608 for Scene B. For this idealized pilot
study, the instruments were assumed to be perfect (Mon-
te Carlo noise being the only source of error). For Scene
A, the sun shone from the south (from direction ↑ in
Figs. 2 and 4); other solar azimuth angles were tested
and all yielded results similar to those presented. Re-
trievals were done along transects running parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of incident photons (i.e.,
at solar azimuth angles of 08 ] 1808 and 908 ↔ 2708).
For Scene B, the sun shone from the left (see Fig. 3).
Since re for Scene B were available, (16) and (18) were
solved using g derived from re at r0 (Slingo 1989) when

the aircraft was inside cloud. When the aircraft was out
of cloud, they were solved using g 5 0.85.

This section consists of two parts. The main point of
the first part is to assess the performance of the aircraft-
based method for fairly dense broken clouds and to
demonstrate the simplicity of the aircraft-based method
relative to its surface-based counterpart (BM2001). This
is done using Scene A and the SGP surface. The second
part documents the impact of using H̃G to describe H̃
and extends the comparison between aircraft and surface
methods.

a. Scene A: Inhomogeneous surface albedo

Figure 7 shows profiles of mean inherent ^t(z)& and
inferred ^t9(z)& horizontally averaged cloud optical
depth above an aircraft for Scene A over the SGP sur-
face. Profiles of ^t9(z)& were obtained using H̃ defined
both by H̃G for flights perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (\)
to the direction of incident photons, and by Hd. Figure
7 also shows profiles of

^ lnt (z)&e
h(z) 5 , (26)

^t (z)&

which is used as an indicator for horizontal variability
of t and t9 (Cahalan et al. 1994). For homogeneous
clouds, h 5 1. As clouds become increasingly variable,
h decreases towards zero. Note that profiles of ^t& need
not be monotonic functions of z since averaging was
done for cloudy columns only. In Fig. 7 the general
trend is ^t9& . ^t& for flights near cloud top, and ^t9&
, ^t& for flights between midcloud and cloud base. For
virtually all altitudes, inferred h are too large implying
that clouds appear to be less variable than they actually
are. While flying ⊥ or \ to incident sun has little impact
on t9, it would appear that neglect of the Green’s func-
tion adjustment has a detrimental effect only near cloud
top where cloud is sparse. Figure 8 shows, however, that
use of the Green’s function can be useful. At 1 km,
retrievals are excellent for t & 30, and variances of t9
for a given t are small. At this altitude, the impact of
H̃G is small because fluctuations in are small too.↑F l

While there is a minor tendency to overestimate at t &
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FIG. 11. Frequency distributions of inherent t for Scene A and t9
inferred by both the aircraft method for a plane at 1 km (using H̃G

to describe H̃ ) and BM2001’s surface method using surface albedos
averaged within 1 km of measurement sites.

TABLE 4. As in Table 3 except these values are for Scene B with values inferred by an aircraft at two altitudes and by the surface
method of BM2001. Inherent values are in parentheses as they depend on aircraft altitude.

Method ^t& h MBE Rmse ^acld&

u0 5 308

Aircraft at 1 km; Hd

Aircraft at 1 km; H̃G

Aircraft at 0.5 km; Hd

Aircraft at 0.5 km; H̃G

Surface

12.76 (13.01)
12.54 (13.01)
14.53 (13.23)
13.09 (13.23)
14.85 (13.23)

0.73 (0.75)
0.74 (0.75)
0.68 (0.74)
0.73 (0.74)
0.72 (0.74)

20.25
20.46

1.30
20.14

1.62

1.81
1.57
5.73
2.74
4.00

0.528 (0.537)
0.527 (0.537)
0.538 (0.539)
0.531 (0.539)
0.556 (0.539)

u0 5 608

Aircraft at 1 km; Hd

Aircraft at 1 km; H̃G

Aircraft at 0.5 km; Hd

Aircraft at 0.5 km; H̃G

Surface

12.49 (13.01)
12.47 (13.01)
15.32 (13.23)
13.12 (13.23)
14.45 (13.23)

0.75 (0.75)
0.75 (0.75)
0.72 (0.74)
0.73 (0.74)
0.74 (0.74)

20.52
20.54

0.11
20.11

1.22

1.86
1.54
5.10
3.19
3.43

0.526 (0.537)
0.526 (0.537)
0.532 (0.539)
0.531 (0.539)
0.555 (0.539)

5, there is a marked underestimation for t * 30, which
explains the overestimate of h. These biases are due to
radiative leakage from dense cores out to thin edges,
which makes cores (edges) appear, from a 1D perspec-
tive, to be thinner (thicker) than they actually are (e.g.,
Barker and Li 1997; Marshak et al. 1998). For flights
at 0.5 km, the impact of H̃G is clear where almost all
the benefit comes from the anomalous diffusion term in
(24).

In addition to the aircraft-based retrievals, Fig. 7 also
shows results for its close relative, BM2001’s surface-
based method. In their method, (18) is replaced by

↓ ↓I ( j) 2 I ( j)l l2 1r(t (r )) 5 , (27a)0 ↓ ↓˜ ˜^a &F ( j) 2 ^a &F ( j)l l l l2 2 1 1

where

j1n

↓w(k 2 j)F (k)O l
k5j2n↓F̃ ( j) ø , (27b)l j1n

w(k 2 j)O
k5j2n

in which (k) are the kth measurements in time series↓F l

of downwelling surface fluxes, and w is a weighting
function symmetric about the jth measurement (which
corresponds to r0) and depends on cloud advection rate
and ^zbase&. Spectral surface albedos ^al& are mean values
around the measurement site. The range of results in-
dicated on Fig. 7 are for ^al& computed as the arithmetic
mean of pixel values around measurement sites for av-
eraging radii between ;50 m [single pixels; use of al(j)
in (27a)] and ;6.5 km (about the entire domain). These
plots, and Table 3, which summarizes several retrievals,
indicate that the surface- and aircraft-based methods
perform comparably, at least as far as means and h are
concerned.

Figure 9 shows mean bias error (MBE) and root-
mean-square error (rmse) for the surface method as a
function of surface albedo averaging radius. It is ob-
vious from the rmse values that very local ^al & (i.e.,
even those measured atop a 30-m tower) are inappro-
priate. Root-mean-square errors are minimized for
about a ;1-km radius (ø^zbase &) and are only about
20% larger than those for the aircraft method at z 5
1 km (see Table 3).

Figure 10 shows a sample of t, t9, and ^a & alongl 2

a transect across Scene A. The top panel shows that
individual pixel values of a are quite variable and,l 2

when used in (27a), result in excessive t9 when al 2

are relatively low. This is because the algorithm coun-
ters underestimates of upwelling flux at cloud base by
overestimating t (i.e., making clouds more reflective).
The middle panel shows that when al are averaged out
to 1 km, not only are ^al& fairly smooth, but estimates
of t are much improved. The lower panel shows aircraft
inferred t for a flight at z 5 1 km. Since cloud-base
flux is now measured directly, much of the random
error seen in the upper panels vanishes.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 7 except these are for Scene B. Inferred values of ^t& (upper panels) and h (lower
panels) are for two sun angles u0 as listed. Plots on the left are for H̃G while those on the right are for Hd.
Though not visible on this plot, a very small fraction of cloud existed down to ;400 m.

Figure 11 shows normalized frequency distributions
p(t) for inherent t and t9 for both the aircraft method
at 1-km altitude and the surface method using ^al& av-
eraged out to 1 km around measurement sites. Up to t
ø 40 both inferred distributions resemble the inherent
one extremely well. Then, the aircraft distribution cuts
out entirely at t ø 53 while the surface distribution
registers numerous values topped out at 5 75 (thet9max

maximum admissible t9).
To estimate the impact of these differences in p(t) on

radiative transfer, mean cloud spherical albedos were
computed as

t 1max

^a & [ p(t) 2 a(m, t)m dm dt, (28)cld E E[ ]
0 0

where a(m, t) is zenith angle-dependent albedo for a
single-layer cloud according to the delta-Eddington
two-stream approximation (Joseph et al. 1976). As-

suming conservative scattering, g 5 0.85, and a black
surface, ^acld& for inherent p(t) is 0.259, for the aircraft
p(t9) it is 0.258, and for the surface p(t9) it is 0.273
(it would have been slightly larger had been largert9max

than 75). Given that ^acld& for a homogeneous cloud
of ^t & ø 6.5 with the same boundary conditions is
0.421, from a domain-averaged flux standpoint, dis-
tributions of t inferred by all methods are extremely
good. Values of ^acld& for additional retrievals are listed
in Table 3.

To summarize, both the aircraft and surface methods
perform very well, the edge going to the aircraft method
on account of systematically lower rmse’s and slightly
more accurate estimates of ^acld&.

b. Scene B: The impact of H̃

Figure 12 shows profiles of ^t& and ^t9& and corre-
sponding values of h at u0 5 308 and 608 for Scene B.
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 9 except these are for Scene B and for aircrafts
flying at 1 and 0.5 km in which t were inferred assuming either H̃G

or Hd to represent H̃ in (18).

For both u0, results are excellent for flights above ^zbase&
ø 1km, regardless of the form of H̃. Table 4, however,
shows that in going from H̃ portrayed by Hd to H̃G ,
rmse’s are reduced by ;15%. For flights below ^zbase&
ø 1 km, it becomes essential that ^s& in H̃G contain at
least the anomalous diffusion term in (24). Moreover,
Table 4 indicates that at z 5 0.5 km, rmse’s are ap-
proximately halved when H̃G is employed. This impact
is also obvious in Fig. 13, which shows frequency dis-
tributions of inherent t and t9 inferred at 1 km and 0.5
km. At 0.5 km the paucity of values near 20 and abun-
dance near 40 that stem from use of Hd are largely
rectified when H̃G is invoked on the second pass. For

reference, Table 4 lists results obtained with the surface-
based method. While it does not perform as well as the
aircraft method (at virtually all altitudes), its relative
MBE is still just ;9%.

Figure 14 shows plots of t9 (using H̃G) against t and
illustrates what happens to t9 as the aircraft flies from
1 km (approximately ^zbase&) to 1.2 km (inside the main
body of cloud; see Fig. 3). Simply going from 1 km to
1.1 km, the rmse decreased by 40% while ^t& decreased
by 18%. The improvement in performance comes from
avoiding protrusions at cloud base, closer proximity to
the diffusion domain, and the appropriateness of using
a horizontally averaged Green’s function. At an altitude
of 1.2 km, only about half the cloud is aloft but the
rmse is three times smaller than at 1 km.

Figure 15 provides a closer look at the impact of H̃G.
It shows t for a 20-km stretch of Scene B at u0 5 308
as well as t9 inferred using Hd (initial pass) and H̃G

(refined values). For the flight at z 5 1 km, the initial
pass is already excellent but the refined values generally
improve performance slightly. At z 5 0.5 km the initial
pass occasionally displays wild excursions away from
inherent values. Very often, however, the second pass,
with the parameters of H̃G set by the initial pass, rectifies
these excursions extremely well; in particular at dis-
tances near 9, 11, and 13 km along this stretch. It is
important to point out that through use of a horizontally
averaged Green’s function, the second pass is not, and
should not, be expected to always be better than the
first. For example, at distances near 10.5 and 16.5 km
along the transect, the refined values are slightly worse.
Results might improve slightly if parameters in (24) are
based on local estimates rather than domain averages.

Notice that for the 0.5-km flight in Fig. 15 the Green’s
function improves initial estimates most near cloud edg-
es. To understand why, consider Fig. 16, which shows
t and t9 (inferred for a flight at 0.5 km) along with the
6-km stretch of Scene B and its corresponding upwelling
fluxes at 0.87 mm. For the sections of flight path labelled
A and B, initial estimates of t are too small and large,
respectively. Refined estimates using H̃G are excellent
for both subsections. The lower panel in Fig. 16 shows
that because of the proximity of direct-beam surface
flux (the explosion of light at ;0.5 km across this tran-
sect), measured across A are larger than at cloud↑ ↑F Fl l

base directly above. So in order to account for measured
, the algorithm returns values of t9 that are too small.↓I l

Use of H̃G, however, accounts for smaller along the↑F l

flight path at the extreme left of the domain and across
B, which initializes the algorithm with a suitable esti-
mate of at cloud base, and thereby affects good es-↑F l

timates of t. The reverse is true for measurements taken
across B. These measured are too small relative to↑F l

directly above at cloud base and so initial estimates↑F l

of t are too large. Use of H̃G captures the large upwelling
source measured back at A, produces accurate estimates
of at cloud base, and thus yields acceptable estimates↑F l

of t across A.
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FIG. 14. Scatterplots of inferred t against inherent t for Scene B for an aircraft at various altitudes (as
indicated on the plots). Also indicated on the plots are mean cloud optical depth above aircraft ^t&, MBE,
and rmse. Values of t9 were inferred using H̃G.

6. Feasibility

The purpose of this section is to give an impression
of the feasibility of this method as it applies to aircraft-
mounted radiometers. The concern is whether radiom-
eters can be expected to resolve the differences in (18).

Figure 17 shows profiles of horizontally averaged
fractional differences between measured upwelling flux-
es,

↑ ↑F 2 Fl l2 1DF [ (100%), (29a)
↑Fl1

and downwelling radiances,
↓ ↓I 2 Il l2 1DI [ (100%), (29b)

↓Il1

for Scene B at u0 5 608 with a 5 0.1 and a 5 0.5.l l1 2

The quantity DI is similar to Marshak et al.’s (2000)
original NDCI. There should be little difficulty distin-

guishing upwelling fluxes near and below cloud base as
DF are typically .500%. In fact, approximating do-
main-averaged with the familiar geometric sum for-↑F l

mula for internal reflections between surface and cloud
(e.g., Wiscombe 1973; Schneider and Dickinson 1976),
DF beneath cloud can be estimated as

a (1 2 a A ^a &)l l c cld2 1DF ø 2 1 (100%)5 6a (1 2 a A ^a &)l l c cld1 2

ø 525%, (30)

where Ac 5 0.89 is cloud fraction (transparent clear
sky), and ^acld& ø 0.54 is spherical cloud albedo (Tables
1 and 4). Once in cloud, DF decreases rapidly, especially
when t above is relatively thick. This is because when
cloud above is thick it is usually thick below too, so
significant fractions of (common to both l) are due↑F l

to cloud that masks the disparate surface source. Nev-
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FIG. 15. A 20-km transect from Scene B showing inherent t and t9 estimated by the aircraft method
using both Hd and H̃G. Results are shown for transects at altitudes of 1 and 0.5 km.

ertheless, differences are typically .20% and should
pose little difficulty.

For flights at most altitudes with t aloft exceeding 5,
values of DI are typically between 10% and 30% and
should be resolvable by most radiometers. When t aloft
are less than 5, DI are generally between 5% and 10%.
Moreover, for u0 5 608, a 5 0.1, and a 5 0.5, thel l1 2

limiting value of DI ø 5% near cloud top (i.e., t → 0)
was corroborated with DISORT. Given that radiometer
integration periods will be short due to large aircraft
speeds [e.g., 60 m s21 for a Twin Otter and 100 m s21

for a Convair 580 (J. W. Strapp 2001, personal com-
munication)], these small values of DI may cause prob-
lems. While values shown in Fig. 17 are reduced slightly
for u0 5 308, light levels are generally at least 70%
larger than at 608 (i.e., cos308/cos608 5 ).Ï3

The other factor influencing DF and DI is Da [
a 2 a . Although Da 5 0.4, as used here, is notl l2 1

maximal (see Table 1), it is quite large. While the meth-
od presented here works in theory for small Da (cf.

BM2001), encounters with radiometer limitations can
be expected for surfaces with little or no green vege-
tation. In these cases it is best to fly close to, or beneath,
cloud base.

7. Summary and conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to introduce and assess
a method for inferring cloud optical depth t above
some altitude z that uses data from radiometers mount-
ed on an aircraft flying at z. This method was motivated
by Marshak et al. (2000) and utilizes two similar wave-
lengths l of radiation involved in multiple reflections
between the atmosphere above z and the surface–at-
mosphere system below z. It is based on the assump-
tions that

1) average horizontal transport of upwelling diffuse ra-
diation for real clouds can be approximated by 1D
horizontal transport of upwelling isotropic radiation
for homogeneous clouds [see Eq. (9)];
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FIG. 16. Upper panel shows inherent and inferred t for the first 6 km of the 11-km stretch of cloud in
Scene B as shown in Fig. 3. Inferred values are for both H̃G and Hd using data measured at an altitude of
0.5 km. The profile of t is shown in the middle panel, and the lower panel shows a profile of upwelling
flux for surface albedo of 0.5. Upper reaches of cloud and areas of direct-beam surface flux are identified
readily as bright patches. Refer to the text for discussion of the ranges denoted by A and B.

FIG. 17. Profiles of mean percentage differences between upwelling
spectral fluxes and downwelling spectral radiances for Scene↑ ↓F Il l

B at u0 5 608 using spectral surface albedos of 0.1 and 0.5. Separate
profiles were computed depending on whether t aloft was greater
than or less than 5.

2) upwelling fluxes measured along an aircraft’s tra-
jectory L provide an adequate sample of the popu-
lation across the entire plane parallel to earth that
contains L [see Eqs. (14) and (17)]; and

3) optical properties at both l are similar for the at-
mosphere above the aircraft but differ for the sur-
face–atmosphere system beneath the aircraft.

The first assumption was found to be quite reasonable.
Moreover, based on simulations performed here, vio-
lations of the assumption of isotropy appear to have
minor impacts (see sections 4 and 5b). Violations of the
second assumption are tempered by the fact that dif-
ferences between upwelling fluxes (which tend to be
very smooth at and above cloud base) at both l are
weighted by functions that decay away from the site of
inference (see section 5a). The third assumption is sat-
isfied particularly well for green vegetation. This meth-
od was compared to a related method that uses surface-
based radiometric measurements (BM2001).

Some potential difficulties inherent in BM2001’s
surface-based technique are alleviated with an aircraft.
Specifically, the surface method requires cloud-base
fluxes based on time series of measured downwelling
fluxes, which in turn, depend on estimates of cloud-
base altitude, cloud advection rate, and local effective
surface albedos. While their method works extremely
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well under ideal conditions, it is at the mercy of cloud
advection and the potential for poor sampling and an-
isotropic biases associated with advecting cloud. An
aircraft flying in the vicinity of cloud base, however,
moves quickly relative to cloud advection and evolu-
tion and, with a down-facing pyranometer, can measure
upwelling flux directly over any surface type. More-
over, cloud and aerosol present beneath the aircraft are,
in principle, not problematic. The primary drawbacks
to the aircraft method are cost and limited application.
Performing the operation from the surface can be in-
expensive and data collection can be continuous and
long-term (e.g., necessary instruments are being in-
stalled presently at the ARM-SGP site; C. Pavloski
2001, personal communication). Obviously the aircraft
method will be used only during relevant field exper-
iments.

The aircraft method uses an approximate, normalized
radiative Green’s function to refine initial estimates of
t. It was shown that for inhomogeneous boundary layer
clouds, an analytic, horizontally and azimuthally aver-
aged Green’s function usually improves results. In par-
ticular, for flights beneath cloud base, a simple ballistic
account of upwelling photon trajectories between air-
craft and cloud base appears to work well. For very
broken, cumuliform clouds, a more sophisticated ap-
proach is needed to deal with side illumination and leak-
age. Nevertheless, it is expected that estimates of t will
often satisfy most needs.

This method will provide a constraint (time series of
t) for more elaborate synergetic inversion techniques
that utilize several measurements; for example, use of
t together with cloud water path from microwave ra-
diometer data and millimeter cloud radar reflectivities
to estimate profiles of cloud droplet concentration and
effective radius (cf. Boers et al. 1998). In closing, it is
noted that studies are in progress that focus on aircraft
(and surface) applications of the method documented
here to situations involving multilayer cloud fields, tro-
pospheric aerosols, and realistic instruments.
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